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Our Fellows, as part of their development, will focus on eradicating intergenerational poverty 
in our region. This initiative is critical to securing Philadelphia’s future and provides Fellows 
with the opportunity to identify and implement multi-faceted approaches to an entrenched 
poverty problem that has expansive roots in education, public safety, healthcare, and beyond. 
The incoming 2019 Fellows are poised to make their own inroads. Each project, no matter the 
magnitude, creates an opportunity for the Fellows to make an immediate impact and further 
develop their understanding that solving complex problems requires sustained and varied 
solutions.solutions.

The Germination Project invites you to be a direct part of the work and develeopment of the 
Fellows by supporting one or more Fellows or a project of interest. Through your support, you 
will be fostering a year’s worth of personal development and investing in a young individual 
seeking to elevate Philadelphia to new heights.

With its roots in Philadelphia’s singular history of revolution and democracy, the Germination 
Project aims to create a self-sustaining, and perpetuating ecosystem built of and by our next 
generation of leaders. In this ecosystem, these leaders are not the seeds, but the cultivators.
By enlisting the leading lights of our civic, business and innovation communities, the 
Germination Project catalyzes and energizes an elite cadre of ambitious young men and 
women, brought together by their talent, drive and commitment to putting their gifts into 
service for the benefit of our society at large.

TheThe Germination Project invites our region’s best and brightest high school students into a 
committed and empowered fellowship, one in which they will acquire the skills, techniques and 
mindset to discover life-saving, world-changing solutions to the most pressing challenges of 
tomorrow.

Central to the Germination Project’s philosophy is the idea that inspiration is contagious. By 
exposing and engaging our Fellows with the individuals and organizations at the forefront of 
business, culture and science, we offer not only a front row seat to leadership in action, but a 
chance to expand the horizons of possibility for a generation of brilliant young minds exploring 
new routes to put their talents into practice.

SinceSince the inception of the Germination Project, our Fellows have, among a host of other 
activities, visited the New York Stock Exchange, conferred with cutting edge artists, curators 
and historians at Christie’s and Sotheby’s, undertaken groundbreaking lab research with 
neurologists and Jefferson University, collaborated with the University of Pennsylvania’s 
Wharton School of Business and Social Impact Initiative, and co-organized pop-up health 
clinics with the American Heart Association in Philadelphia’s underserved neighborhoods. 








